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Editorial
Savitarka is a magazine to widely disseminate research and action on
development issues. It discusses technological, socio-economic and policy
aspects of various development sectors including energy, environment,
climate change infrastructure, human development, agriculture, rural
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It is a platform for identifying the issues; for logical discussions on them
and

suggesting

some

possible

solutions

to

tackle

them

through

appropriate interventions. The magazine endorses the viewpoint that
instead of being a mute witness and enduring the hapless situation, why
not be the change and make the difference. The world is as we perceive it
to be. Can we change our perception by accepting our shortcomings and
endeavour to initiate the remedial process? Can we give back to the world
a healing planet called “the Earth”? ‘Savitarka’ envisions this change.
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Masses are not often exposed to scientific and technical literature and,
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may not follow the complex research articles written in traditional
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technical journals. ‘Savitarka’ intends to generate mass awareness and
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sensitize people with simple illustrations of such complex issues.
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Disclaimer: The views expressed in various articles of this magazine are of the respective
authors. Neither editors nor their organizations necessarily endorse these writings and authors
are solely responsible for their expressions. All articles are non-refereed and published as
received from the authors.
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About the ISSF and the IJSI
The ISSF (International Symposium on a Sustainable Future) is an Academic Event Series on Innovative
Research and Action in SEED (Sustainable Energy, Environment and Development). The objective of the ISSF is to
provide a forum for discussion and dissemination of results of various activities, such as research, action oriented
work, advocacy, etc., on the development issues. It brings together, the concerned stakeholders, including
academicians, researchers, corporate executives and policy makers, associated with the innovative research and action
on any aspect of sustainability. In addition to proceedings containing the papers presented at the event, selected papers
may be published in a refereed international journal - IJSI (International Journal for Sustainable Innovations).
The IJSI (International Journal for Sustainable Innovations) is a peer reviewed inter-disciplinary journal that
follows the three-pillar approach for sustainability, viz., social, economic and environmental. The Editorial Board of
the IJSI consists of prominent persons from various areas of expertise. The objective of publishing the IJSI is to
highlight any innovative approach, research or action by any individual or organization. It focuses on issues related to
energy, environment, infrastructure, industrialization, rural development, urbanization, and other development sectors,
the consequences of which are the major concerns for a sustainable future.
For more information on the next ISSF event and the IJSI, visit www.neef.in/issf or Email us at issf@neef.in;
admin@neef.in; director@neef.in

